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On this site, you can find the complete menu of Woodleigh Coach House Cafe from Mid Devon. Currently, there
are 15 meals and drinks available. For changing offers, please contact the owner of the restaurant directly. You

can also contact them through their website. What B9730YJpaulf likes about Woodleigh Coach House Cafe:
If you are looking for refreshments on the A30, then look out for this great cafe. It's quite literally less than a
minute off the A30 and has very easy access both onto and off the road. Picture perfect with good parking. A
simple yet perfect menu has something for everyone, and certainly my small breakfast was cooked well and

enough to keep me going with a decent Americano. read more. The place also offers the possibility to sit outside
and eat in beautiful weather, And into the accessible spaces also come customers with wheelchairs or

physiological disabilities. What Sarah H doesn't like about Woodleigh Coach House Cafe:
Very disappointed. Needs a good clean, expecially the ladies toilets. My partner had the chowder which he said

tasted good, but had very little fish in it. My cheese and tomato sandwich was OK, that's all. read more. At
Woodleigh Coach House Cafe in Mid Devon, a hearty brunch is served for breakfast, where you can eat as
much as you want pamper your taste buds, Furthermore, you can get sweet treats, cake, small snacks and

chilled refreshments and hot beverages here. Of course, we must not forget the extensive variety of coffee and
tea specialties in this restaurant, Besides the fine sandwiches, small salads and other snacks also make a good

snack.
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�s� dishe�
FISH FINGER

Sauce�
BBQ SAUCE

Spirit�
AMERICANO

Breakfas� Men�
ENGLISH BREAKFAST

Burger�
CHICKEN BURGER

Coffe�
COFFEE

Drink�
DRINKS

Restauran� Categor�
BBQ

Ingredient� Use�
BACON

CHICKEN

EGGS
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BURGER
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